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TOPICALIZATION IN AMHARIC
AND ITS DEGREES

«What keeps language moving is essentially the introduc-
tion and development of topics».

Wallace Chafe1

1. Preliminary remarks

For all its merits and undeniable contribution to the understanding and
description of language, the current literature on functional linguistics is ham-
pered, perhaps more than any other modern linguistic discipline, by a lack of
consistency in the use of its terminology. There seems to be a pool of terms
such as «theme», «topic», «focus» and a few others that each author uses at
his own discretion, without even bothering to explain the exact connotations
of the term employed. The bewildered linguist has to strain to the utmost his
guessing capacity and waste his intellectual potential on deciphering the whims
of this fashionable mannerism.2  Even in such an insightful and level-headed

1 CHAFE, W., «Polyphonic topic development», in: GIVÓN T. (ed.), Conversation-
Cognitive, Communicative and Social Perspectives, Amsterdam: Benjamins, 1997
(= Typological Studies in Language 34), 41–53, here 42.

2 This mannerism of Anglo-American linguists, which consists of writing only
for the initiated, succeeded in permeating Ethiopian lingustics not only on the theore-
tical level but even in the transcription of local languages. Often computer inadequa-
cies are bypassed by the use of unconventional signs such as, for instance, in
R. HAYWARD’s «Tone and accent in Qafar noun», York Papers in Linguistics 15 (1991),
117–137, where Qafar stands for �Afar. Similary, in BAYE YIMAM’s «Unaccusative
Structures in Amharic», in: MARCUS, H. G. (ed.), New Trends in Ethiopian Studies.
Papers of the 12th International Conference of Ethiopian Studies, Michigan State
University, 5–10 September 1994, Lawrenceville, NJ: The Red Sea Press, 1994, I,
1131–1152, and elsewhere in his writings a whole series of bizarre signs is introdu-
ced without the slightest explanation about what they are meant to represent. Thus
we are entitled to such mysterious transcriptions as flännäqäññ for ���� (�än-
näqäññ) «it bothers me», ÿämmaññ for ��� (�ämmaññ) «I was thirsty» whereas
«the children» �	
� (l��-o��-u), inexplicably alternates between [l��-oëë-u] (ibid.,
1141), [leŒ-oëë-u] (ibid., 1139) and /leŒoëëu/ (ibid., 1143). For a linguist so keen
on making Amharic syntax accessible to a large readership (cf. BAYE YIMAM, «Defini-
teness in Amharic discourse», Journal of African Languages and Lingusitics 17 [1996],
47–83, here 49) it is a strange thing to do.
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work as T. Givón’s Syntax, on whose methodological guidelines much of the
present paper is based,3  some current terms have been modified. I shall stick
in what follows more or less to Givón’s terminology with the notable excep-
tion of the name for «new information» for which I shall use the more tradi-
tional denomination «comment».4  Moreover, in what follows, the use of the
term «topicalization» beside the term «topic» is meant to distinguish between
«old information» as present in every regularly constructed sentence (with
the exception, perhaps, of the first sentence of a text) and certain special
syntactic procedures for creating the topic. It is this latter aspect that will be
investigated in what follows. Besides, it should be stressed that, contrary to
most studies in which only nouns and pronouns are treated as topics,5  any
sentence components, subordinate clauses and even whole sentences, will be
considered as topical as long as they contain previously provided information.

Although intonation, as represented in every-day speech, is the best indi-
cator of topicality, written texts have also proven an interesting field for fun-
ctional analysis, as may be ascertained from a number of former studies on
Amharic.6  Some particular means, such as significant changes in word order,
topicalization of normally non-topical elements and the use of special par-
ticles are recognizable in written texts as well. This applies in particular to
texts imitating conversations such as novels or short stories and above all
theatrical plays, but narrative texts are also rich in elements pointing to topi-
calization. Amharic fiction, especially the works of writers of older genera-
tions such as Afä Wärq Gäbrä Iyyäsus, H�ruy Wäldä S�llase, Alämayyähu
Mogäs, Mäng�stu Lämma and a few others, is characterised by its lively and
idiomatic style and its faithful rendering of spoken language. The style of
most young writers, on the other hand, underwent a process of levelling and
simplification,7  which has resulted in a greater uniformity and the conse-

3 GIVÓN, T., Syntax: A Functional-Typological Introduction, I–II. Amsterdam:
Benjamins, 1984–1990, chs. 7, 16, 17, 20. See also GIVÓN, T., «Topic continuity in
discourse: an introduction», in: ID., Topic Continuity in Discourse, Amsterdam: Benja-
mins, 1983, 1–41.

4 Cf. HOCKETT, Ch. F., A Course in Modern Linguistics, New York: Macmillan,
1958, 202.

5 Cf., for instance GASSER, M., «Topic continuity in written Amharic narrative»,
in: GIVÓN, Topic Continuity in Discourse, 99–139.

6 Notably: BLIESE, L. F., «A discourse analysis of Amharic narrative», in: TADDESE

BEYENE (ed.), Proceedings of the Eighth International Conference of Ethiopian Stu-
dies. University of Addis Ababa, 1984, vol. 1, Addis Ababa — Frankfurt-am-Main,
1988, 613–621; KAPELIUK, O., The Language of Dialogue in Modern Amharic Lite-
rature, unpublished Ph.D. thesis (in Hebrew), Jerusalem, Hebrew University, 1968;
GASSER, «Topic continuity».

7 It is also a banal, insipid version of Amharic that serves as basic data for the
current Chomskian analysis of the language. Diversity and variation are ignored or
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quent reduction of its syntactical diversity and linguistic interest. However,
in what follows an effort has been made to quote examples from current texts
as well so as not to give the impression that the phenomena under discussion
belong to an obsolete layer of the language.8

2. Topicalizing Particles

Among the most interesting means of topicalization, beside the change of
word order and the handling of typically non-topical sentence constituents
which will be described below, the enclitic particles -mm, and -ss and their
combination with the exclamatory particle -a merit a special mention. How-
ever, considering that I have dealt in detail with this subject in the past (al-
though using a somewhat different terminology)9  I shall only briefly summa-
rize here the main points to be illustrated by a number of examples quoted
below. The particle -mm ‘and, also’ is very often attached in the narrative to
the first word of a consecutive sentence. At first sight it might look like a
topicalizing particle, considering that sentence opening is the natural posi-
tion of the topic, but its main function is rather to express thematic continuity
until the narration of an episode is exhausted and thus to create a semantic
paragraph.10  However, -mm followed by -a is definitely a topicalizing par-
ticle accompanied by a strong expressive nuance of impatience in a consecu-
tive sentence, given the evident nature of the answer or response.

swept aside as irrelevant. Structural ambiguities are solved by coining new terms for
well known phenomena. To quote just one example: in BAYE YIMAM, «Definiteness»,
57–59, the common Amharic possessive pronoun and definite article is suddenly
classified as an «indefinite pronoun» meaning «one» (sic!) which, according to the
author, has the unique form -u when used, with a headless relative. How, then, should
a student of Amharic interpret the following examples from authentic texts in which
a headless relative carries the femine form -wa: �������������� �ndih y-
allä���-wa t�gdäl-äññ (ML�B 34/18; see the list of abbreviations at the end). ‘Let
the (fem.) [one] who is like this kill me’; �
� ������������� y���i bä-
mäqä��ä� lay y-allä���-wa (SNSM 75/1) ‘This the (fem.) [one] who is wasting away’.
Cf. KAPELIUK, O., Nominalization in Amharic, Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1988 (Aethiopis-
tische Forschungen 23), here 83–86.

8 Although part of the data cited comes from my unpublished Ph.D. thesis (KAPE-
LIUK, The Language of Dialogue) written in the late 1960s.

9 Cf. KAPELIUK, The Language of Dialogue, 143–232; EAD. «Particles of concate-
nation and reference in Amharic», BSOAS 41 (1978), 272–282; EAD., «Some supra-
sentential constructions in Amharic», in: Zaborski, A. (ed.), New Data and New
Methods in Afroasiatic Linguistics, Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2001, 75–83.

10 Contrary to HETZRON, R., «The element -mm in Amharic verbal system», Anna-
li dell’Istituto Orientale di Napoli 23 (1973), 1–10. Cf. KAPELIUK, «Particles of conca-
tenation and reference», 273–275; EAD., «Some suprasentential constructions», 75–78.
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The particle -ss is the equivalent of -mm in interrogative sentences, ser-
ving in dialogue to link questions, whether consecutive or separated by the
second speaker’s answers, and again providing a thematic frame around mea-
ningful stretches of dialogue; the same applies to its combination with -a.
But -ss has an additional important function: when used in dialogue in non-
interrogative sentences it often appears after the first word of the second spea-
ker’s answer or response and it has a clearly topicalizing function sometimes
accompanied by a contrastive connotation. Mostly, the word to which it is
appended either repeats a word of the preceding question or is a personal
pronoun, or a resuming expression such as ��� y�h�-ss ‘and this, as for
this’, � !� �ssu-ss ‘and it, as for it’, �"#� nägär-u-ss ‘and the matter, as for
the matter’ and the like. Just to quote one example (1) with the first -ss as
topicalizer, the second -ss as a particle connecting questions within a thema-
tic stretch of dialogue and -mm-a again as a topicalizer with a strong expres-
sive nuance:

(1) $�%��&'��(�)��*�—�+�)���,�—���-����..�—�(/�, —
�0���1�2��2* kä-mä� �� �ah samm�nt al-molla-h! — b-ay-mola-ññ-ss? —
mä� �e näh. — antä-ss? — ne-mma näf� �äñña näññ-a! (MLTG11 32/23–
27) ‘A week hasn’t elapsed since you arrived!’ — ‘And if it hasn’t elap-
sed [so what]?’ — ‘You are a new-comer’. — ‘And you?’ — ‘As for me,
I am a [veteran military] settler!’

3. Change of word order

In a language with such a fixed word order as Amharic any major change
in the position of a sentence component has a great functional significance.
Given that topics are mostly nominal, subjectal, definite and placed at the
beginning of a sentence, the Amharic basic SOV word order seems naturally
adapted to the functional perspective, the more so since there is a certain free-
dom in choosing the position of the nominal arguments that precede the
verb. However, in the spoken language as well as in dialogues included in
written texts, this apparent equilibrium is often disrupted by the dislocation
to the right, after the final verb, of various sentence components. By tran-
sferring a sentence component after the verb of the comment, the speaker
hints that it has still lesser communicative weight than that of the topic that
stands at the opening of the sentence. This procedure is most frequent in
short questions, e. g.:

11 In most examples the sentence preceding the topic discussed has also been
quoted to show topic continuity. Topics are printed in bold characters. Utterances of
different speakers are separated by a hyphen. Words which are added in translation
are printed inside sqare brackets and those which are omitted in translation inside
parentheses.
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(2) �3� 4� �5� �6��7 89� /�+��'�%6�..� 7 89� �:;� <�'
�=,� �
>� �6� 7 89, �zza ga �kko näw lä-fasika tälba �mm-�nn�-
� �ä� �� �a-w. fasika därso yälläm ende? mä�e näw fasika? (ABDA 34/2–3) ‘It
is there that we drink linseed for Easter. Hasn’t Easter come? When is
Easter?’
In this example (2) the noun 7 89�fasika ‘Easter’ is the topic of the sec-

ond sentence, having been mentioned in what precedes, and stands at its open-
ing, acting as the subject. But in the third sentence, although fasika has the
same syntactic function as in sentence two, it is relegated to the end after the
verb. This right- dislocation12  of the topical element to a position after the
communicative peak of the comment constitutes a kind of after-thought, a
reminder of what has just been said. By this procedure the importance of the
already naturally downgraded information of the topic is further lowered by
another degree. The next step would be plain deletion. The topical subject
may also be resumed as an independent personal pronoun and dislocated to
the right (3) or anaphorically repeated, if it is included in the verb of the
comment (4) often with some expressive nuance of insistence (5), e. g.:

(3) <?��":���(@���A��":�(��..�—�'@�6�� !, yämmi-
yasgärr�m-äññ and t�ll�q nägär allä. — m�nd�n-näw ssu? (�AWD 13/
4–6) ‘There is one thing which astonishes me’. — ‘What is it?’
(4) �=��B��<���<��CD�ED��2, �ndet blän yä-mälläyayät
s�ra särran ñña? (GTHA 53/31) ‘How (we saying) did we do an act of
disruption, we?’
(5) �=�����F,� ��������(��F��G/, �ndet wala���hu?
�s�nt g�mäl all-a���hu nnantä? (AWGU 116/14) translated by the au-
thor: ‘Bonjour. Combien de chameaux avez-vous donc?’
Any nominal sentence component acting as the topic may be dislocated to

the right, whether marked cataphorically by a pronoun (if definite) or not (if
indefinite). Thus we may quote: the direct object (6), the indirect object (7), a
genitival complement (8) a prepositional complement (9) etc, e. g.:

(6)(@�H�!�I'J�����KL"MMM�—�K�����/L��6�I'JN�
and mulu �ampañ �ndä ta��ägä… — tadiya man tä�ällämä-w �ampañ-u-
n? (�AWD 38/14–39/2) ‘A fully sealed champagne...’ — ‘So who was
awarded the champagne?’
(7) /"!���G�/B�O�����/I��� 6 tä-gulbät-�nna tä-b�lhat man
bä-tä�alä lä-saw (AWGR 123/5) ‘Between strength and intelligence what
would be better for a man’.
(8) �P�'@�6��H y�he m�nd�n-näw sm-u? (�G�L 280/2) ‘This
[one] what is his name?’

12 I use here the term «right-dislocation» for any transposition of a sentence mem-
ber after the final verb, whether accompanied or not by pronominal reference.
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(9)/=����6�(":�"+FMMM���Q-:��6%��/Q8��(":� tä-ndet y-allä-
w agär gäbbahu ...�gzer yaw� �a-ññ tä-zzih agär (EAMR 40/4-6) ‘Into what
kind of country have I entered? May God bring me out of this country!’
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(10)��R��G�1<�S���/D�!����%', bägo��-�h-�nna f�yyälo��-�h
tärabbu-ll�h bä� �am? (AWGR 89/6) ‘Did your sheep and goats breed well
to your advantage?’
(11) ����/ 6� �TUG��  8P@,� g�mäl tä-säw y�fä� �nall s-ihed?
(AWGU 124/18) ‘Do camels walk faster than men?’ (lit. ‘hurries while it
walks’).
(12) [When asked by her mother the daughter answers that the coffee she
is serving was ground on Saturday. The mother scolds her saying that it is
forbidden to grind coffee on Saturdays and Sundays and adds:] �0� $V
TW)��(�"+�' ��'�X��Y�'� ��Q8���Y�� ��'�Z[, �ne
kätto fäs �s ��mo a-y�gäba-ññ-�mm lä-mn znt aläm nnäzzih-n bäalat
ndämm-tträš? (HIFK 36/17–19) ‘I don’t understand at all why you
always forget these holidays?’
(13) [The guide explains to the traveller the preparations to be made befo-
re an expedition:] \��/�ZO��A����N���=���]�G��&�^
�_��/Q8��K� G`� hwala tä-bäräha s�nq lä-magñät �ndet y�hon-l�nn-
all s-a-nnnnässa bäfit tä-zzih t-al-assänaddanä? (AWGU 119/11–12)
‘Later, in the desert, how will it be possible for us to find provisions if,
before leaving, we don’t prepare [them] here?’
(14) [The woman asks a blind beggar to take her son as a guide:] <0� �a
CD� (UV� $bQ�� BQ!� "8Q-� ]cK�GMMM '� (���� !� �8Z`d�
(HIFK 139/1-2) yä-ne l�� s�ra a� ��to kä-bozänä b�zu gize hono-t-all-�nna…
m�n allä b-iräda-wot? ‘It is a long time since my son has been idle having
no work and … what is the matter if he helps you?’

4. Topicalization of Verbs

In the last four examples (11–14) full sentences with their verbs, albeit
subordinate, act as topics. And, as a matter of fact, to quote T. Givón: «While
the subject is the most common presupposed, non-asserted [= topical. — O. K.]
part of any sentence in connected discourse, it is by no means the only one.
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Other nominal participants may be excluded from the scope of assertion
[= comment. — O. K.] … While such tendencies are indeed more common,
all languages have the mechanisms for reversing them and topicalizing less-
likely portions of the propositions such as the verb, while making various
nominals the focus of new information».13  Amharic has two ways of topica-
lizing a verb, beside the change of order by right-dislocation of a subordinate
clause mentioned in the preceding paragraph: one is by using the verb with
certain conjunctions whose function is precisely to refer to what has been just
said; the other consists in the nominalization of the verb and its transforma-
tion into a nominal topic, either as an infinitive or as a relative verb.

4.1. Verbs with conjunctions as topics

Certain subordinating conjunctions such as $ kä- ‘since’ (15), ���s� lä-
‘since, because’ (16), B�b�- ‘if’ (17) or �� �ndä ‘that’ (18), preposed to
verbs, may serve to summarize and resume what has just been said in the
preceding sentence, thus providing the topic for the comment which follows
in the main sentence. The verb governed by such conjunctions is fully refe-
rential, often repeating a verb which has just been mentioned in the preced-
ing sentence;14  it is usually accompanied by the particles -ss or -mm-a, which
is a definite sign of topicalization, e. g.:

(15) [Speaker A says that he left his native province when he was twelve
years old; speaker B reacts] ��Q8�� $]��� �"#� (F� TW�6
&�Z !��(��:' �ndä-zzih kä-honä-mma hagar-u-n ahun fäs ����mäw
sa-y�rasu-t a-y�qär-�mm (HIFK 81/21–22) ‘If it is so, doubtless now you
must have forgotten the country’.
(16)  6��[����F�–� 6���]$!����U��T�4�F säw nä� �lallä-
hu — säw sla-honku-mma mä� �ä� �� � �fäll�gallähu (�G�L 7/10–11) ‘I am
saying: you are a human being’ — ‘Since I am a human being I want to
drink’.
(17) e:���/�^*�– �8f����"#��+�$7 qwar� �äh tänäsa! — b-i��al-
mma, nägäru-ss b-al-käffa (MLTG 39/9) ‘Make your decision and get
started!’ — ‘If it were possible this wouldn’t be bad’.
(18) MMM����, — � !��<'K6��6�(
���I* –�����6�6�
�":$!� l�bäl-�h? — ssu-n-mma yämm�-ttawqi-w an�i nä��a! — ndä-
mm-al-awq-äw-mm-a näggärku-h! (�G�L 225/9–11) ‘Should I say about
you …?’ — ‘It is you who knows it!’ — ‘I told you that I don’t know!’
Even fully independent sentences may be topicalized if they imply a con-

dition, e. g.:

13 GIVÓN, Syntax, I, 257.
14 It is not clear how such constructions should fit into T. Givón’s rule (GIVÓN,

Syntax, II, 899–900) that verb/ predicate is nearly 100% non-refential.
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(19) �� ����� (��,� (�g��� (��g��� <?�R@�6
<?�'Z6� �":� <�' (MLTG 40/5–6) man �män-bbät alä-h? am-
mänk-bbät al-ammänk-bbät yämmi-yagwädl-äw yämmi-� �ämm�r-äw
nägär yällä-mm ‘Who told you to believe in it? [Whether] you believe in
it or you don’t believe in it, there is nothing that diminishes it or adds to it’.

4.2. Infinitive in extraposition as topic

Although finite verbs with conjunctions may act as topics, the more com-
mon procedure of verb topicalization consists in the nominaliziation of the
verb itself. Amharic has two main ways of nominalizing a verb: either as an
infinitive or as a relative verb, and the use of nominalized verb forms is one
of the most prominent features of Amharic syntax in general.15  Topic cons-
tructions with a verb nominalized as an infinitive in extraposition are exclusi-
vely found in dialogues and they are not very frequent. An infinitive, that
normally resumes the verb of the preceding sentence, is put in extraposition16

before a complete sentence, which acts as comment and usually also contains
the same or semantically close verb under its finite form. In these construc-
tions, the finite verb of the comment is a focalized «chunk»17  of information.
A contrastive statement introduced by the conjunction «but» normally fol-
lows. The infinitive itself is often accompanied by the definite article with or
without the accusative marker -n (irrespective of the transitivity of the verb
of the comment) and has attached to it one of the topicalizing particles, either
-ss or -mm-a, e. g.:

(20) ��'�:��<?��/'D���h"Z@��8i@��MMM��'@�6�6#, —
�6�@��+�$7�����:��..� �":�����<i����
:���6��..� mämh�r
yämmi-yastämr-at-n l��agäräd b-iwädd m�nd�n-näw näwr-u? —
mäwdäd-mm-a b-al-käffa näbbär, nägär g�n yä-wäddädä �är näw
(SNSM 69/22–26) ‘If a teacher loves a girl he teaches … what’s wrong?’ —
‘As for loving (lit. ‘to love’), it wouldn’t be bad. But the one who loves is
generous’.
(21)�<�KF���:�d���*�— �]j��6�..�`#���''�(��� yä-
mättahu-t �rswo-n näw-a! — mähon-u näw. daru g�n m�n�mm aydällä

15 KAPELIUK, Nominalization, 17–21 et passim.
16 I use here the term «extraposition» and not «left-dislocation» because the infi-

nitive is not a component of the sentence taken out and dislocated to the left but
rather an addition, placed in front of the full sentence which immediatley follows.
Cf. KAPELIUK, The Language of Dialogue, 168, 263–266; EAD., «L’emploi de la mar-
que de l’accusatif -n avec le complément d’objet direct en amharique», Israel Orien-
tal Studies 2 (1972), 183–214, here 213–214; EAD., Nominalization, 67–68. In my
first two studies terms other than «topic» were used for the extraposed infinitive.

17 For the term «Chunk» cf. GIVÓN, Syntax, I, 258–261.
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(HIFK 132/13–15) ‘So it was you I hit!’ — ‘As to being, it was, but it
doesn’t matter’.
(22) (F�� (�/I��',�— �I��� �</I��� �6�MMM��MMM�ahun-ss
al-tä�aläh-�mm? — mä��al-ss �yyä-tä�alä-ññ näw … g�n… (�G�L 252/
6–8) ‘Didn’t you get better now?’ — ‘As for getting better, I am getting
better … But …’
(23) �(��� (�+� `:� `:���TD
6�K6A� <�', — ���/�
 'f�F bä-addis abäba dar dar mäsfär-a��äw-n tawq yällämm? —
mäsmat-u-n säm���allähu (BZMA 112/32–34) ‘Don’t you know that they
settled in the periphery of Addis Abäba?’ — ‘As to hearing, I have heard’.
(24) �:�d� 6�(���!'��=, — �]j�� ��� ..� `#���9�!�
�K��$)/��������� �rswo säw aydällumm �nde? mähon-u-n-ss näññ.
Daru g�n k-allu-t bäta� kä-motu-t bälay näññ (HIFK 65/11–14) ‘Aren’t
you a human being?’ — ‘As to being, I am. But I am below the living and
above the dead’.

4.3. Cleft sentences as a topicalizing device

The use of cleft sentences is extremely frequent in Amharic18  and we may
say that they represent the most common means for circumventing the rather
rigid SOV word order and what it implies in functional terms. Thanks to their
structure, which involves the downgrading of a verb to the status of the nomi-
nalized subject of a copula sentence, they constitute an ideal means of verb
topicalization. Normally it is the relative verb placed either at the onset of the
sentence or at its end, that acts as the subject of a cleft sentence, and at the
same time as its topic, but the infinitive may also play this role, especially in
more ancient texts (28). Often the relative verb is followed by the definite
article rendering explicit its undeniable substantival status, yet contrary to
what might be expected, it is not accompanied by the topicalizing particles
-ss or -mm-a, but is sometimes followed by the «thematical» particle -m. The
rest of the sentence, namely the comment, is composed of the copula and its
predicative complement, which directly precedes it and constitutes the focal
chunk of the new information.

Contrary to plain copula sentences, in cleft sentences almost any under-
lying component may be placed directly in front of the copula as its predica-
tive complement and become the focus of the comment. Besides the usual
arguments of the relative verb (21, 34, 35, 37, 38) and a prepositional comp-

18 Cf. KAPELIUK, Nominalization, 101–146, and the bibliography adduced there;
LESLAU, W., Reference Grammar of Amahric, Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1995, 105–
117. It has been claimed that in Amharic cleft sentences are infrequent in narration
(GASSER, «Topic continuity», 138 n. 1). However, it suffices to look at one page of a
newspaper to see that this statement is unfounded.
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lement (2, 25, 33, 36, 39), even an adverb of manner (26), the direct speech
(27), any subordinate clause (28, 29, 32, 38) or the predicative complement
(30, 31, 40), may be focalized, e. g.:19

(25) �k�F�!�<]�6��(@�&'��6�U��6* Y�h hullu yä-honä-w
b-and samm�nt w�s� � näw (AMYB 43/21–22) ‘It is within one week that
all this happened!’
(26) +�":��8�:9
6��%'��6����<?��* balagär b-imark-a��äw
bä� �am näw däss yämm-il-äññ! (HAFM 305/29) ‘It is very [much] that I’ll
be pleased if the peasants capture Him!’
(27) �0���:"6�<'��6�''��":�<�'��6�<'�[��ne l-adärg-
äw yämm-���l-äw m�n�mm nägär yällämm näw yämm-l-��(AMYB 18/
9–10) ‘It is «There is nothing that I can do» that I am telling you!’
(28) �a���������/>�MMM�<)K
6��":�B ���6 ����g dännäqä-
ññ malät-e … ya-mot-a��äw nägär b-�säma näw (AWGR 256/6–7) ‘It
was when I heard [lit. ‘if I heard’] the news of her death … that I said «I
was very surprised»’.
(29) (+/���	
��(��U�S��6��&�4
6�abbat-u l��o��-u-n aqqä-
ma�lo näw y-asaddäg-a��äw (EAMR 24/15) ‘It is spoiling that the father
brought up his children’.
")$%���K
6��6�<']�6�� �ä�������äw näw yä�������äw�",�-,
#)*.#(/#)%�0����
�����������	��������
�����������!�

(31) �l�3m�</Z"�����6�<?]�6 bäqqa zare yä-täräggämä qän
näw yämm-ihon-äw (�G�L 260/21–22) ‘Enough! It is an accursed day
that it will be today!’
As may be seen from the examples of the cleft sentences just quoted, the

topic either stands at the sentence opening (21, 25, 28) or at its end, after the
copula (2, 26, 27, 29, 30, 31). It seems that the basic position of the topicali-
zed subject is at the onset of the cleft sentence, but very often, much more
often than in plain sentences, it is dislocated to the right, after the copula, es-
pecially in questions and answers. The choice of the position of the topic may
be conditioned by its relative communicative importance. When it is placed
at the beginning of the sentence, its communicative load, albeit downgraded,
has still a certain weight, whereas when dislocated to the right it becomes no
more than an after-thought. The relative topic occurs more often at the sen-
tence onset in neutral narration than in dialogue. Usually it resumes a verb
used in a preceding sentence and the comment adds some new information
represented by the focal component, which precedes the copula (32, 33). This
kind of utterance is very frequently used in the language of the media when a
plain sentence describes an event to which additional details are provided by
a cleft sentence (34) that immediately follows, e. g.:

19 An effort has been made to translate the following examples by English cleft
sentences, even if the result is sometimes clumsy.
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(32) (@� !�nZ"�i����&oK��..�<?��&o�'����L��6
admasu harägä wäyn-�n yabbäsa�� �� -at-all. yämm-iyabbäsa�� �� -at-mm
�yy-amäššä näw (�AWD 32/21–22) ‘Admasu makes Harägä Wäyn ang-
ry. And it is while he stays out late that he makes her angry’.
(33) �;76������</���6� 6�����]����iA�(��
"D�' ..
 6p6� </����� +��� (Q6�q� <?�:1��� ;7� ��:�sofa-w
lay yä-täqämmä� �-äw säw man �ndä-honä lä-mawäq al-as�äggär-at-�mm.
Säw-eyye-w yä-täqämmä� �ä-bbät bal-wa azäwt�ro yämmi-yarf-bbät sofa
näbbär (AMYB 48/7–10) ‘It was not difficult for her to know who was
the man who was sitting on the sofa. It was on the sofa on which her
husband always rested that the man was sitting’.
(34)rmQ8`�� � �4;� � ��@)6� � <TZ&�� � rmQ8`�� � MMM )�
</ �6� $1/2� sQ� ����W� �G��G� ���g�� (�/��t� ..
��/��t�� �? /:�L8Dg�MMM��6 prezidant nägaso bä-qädmo-w yä-
fransay prezidant… mot yä-täsämma-w-n käff�täñña hazän bä-mäglä�
t�nant�nna mäleeket astälalläfu. y-astälalläfu-t … lä-mister �irak … näw
(ADZM January 1996) ‘President Nägaso sent yesterday a message ex-
pressing his deep sorrow… about the death of the former French Presi-
dent. It is … to Mr. Chirac … that He sent it’.
The frequent right-dislocation of the topic mainly occurs in animated con-

versation, permeated by some expressive nuance of resentment, impatience
and the like (35, 36), although it is also encountered in narration (29). The
interesting cases are those in which we witness the passage of the topic from
left to right thus rendering explicit the progressive downgrading of the given
information (37, 38). Another interesting case, from the point of view of dis-
course structure and downgrading of information, consists in the presence of
a verb in a subordinate temporal clause as part of a cleft sentence with an
identical verb for the nominalized topic (39, 40), e. g.:

(35)'��9�,�(/��6�<'��A�* m�n näkka-h? ant-ä-n näw yämm-
�äyyq-h! (AMYB 71/22) ‘What got into you? It’s you I am asking!’
(36) �'� (/G� �0� ��"# (�����',� —� �'j� �6
�'���6, läm�n antä-nna �ne bä-nägär-u a-nn�smamma-bbät-
mm? — bä-m�n-u näw mm-nnsmamma-w? (HIFK 149/13–14) ‘Why
shouldn’t we agree about the matter?’ — ‘What is it that we should ag-
ree about?’
(37) [A bell rings]  6� )V� �1K/�MMM� <?�i�� ����2�� —
<)/6� ��I� �u��� �6�v�gBD���6�<)/6 säw moto lä-f�tat-
u yämm-iddäwwäl y�mäsl-äññ-all. — yä-mot-äw y-abä�a näs �annät näw.
k�br-a��-�n näw yä-mot-äw (MLTG 24/8–10) ‘It seems to me that a man
having died it rings for ... his absolution mass’. — ‘It is Ethiopia’s free-
dom which has died! It is our honour which has died!’
(38) [Speaking of a writer] <?WT6��0��6�..��0�_/����� (@:R
�6� <?WT6 yämm-is�f-äw lä-ne näw. �ne-n fit-u qu�����ad�rgo näw
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20 Such cleft sentences with an elided subject are ungrammatical in English and in
other languages using cleft sentences known to me. However, in contemporary French
the expression C’est moi is often heard as a reply to a simple Merci. This can only be
analysed as a truncated cleft sentence: Merci — C’est moi [qui vous remercie].

yämm-is �f-äw�(�G�L 27/21–22) ‘It’s for me that he writes. It’s having
placed me in front of him that he writes’.
(39) �0� &"+� i`w� v� �`+Vf��x�� �6� <�"+6 �ne s-agäba
wäda�-e, �nd-abbato��-a���n h�gg näw yämm-agäba-w (ML�B 10/11)
‘When I marry, my friend, it is according to our ancestors’ customs that I
shall marry’.
(40) ����B'� < 8 /:� (3�!� Z`�� ]G� �6� </����6 s�-
tt�mmäddäb-�mm yä-sister Azalu rädat hona näw yä-tämäddäbä��-w
(�G�L 203/3–4) ‘When she was appointed it was as sister’s Azalu assi-
stant that she was appointed’.
The almost tautological status of the relative subject of the cleft sentences

in examples (39) and (40) may be brought to its logical conclusion which
consists in simple deletion. And, as a matter of fact, topics with minimal
communicative load are often felt as redundant and simply elided, as the final
degree of downgraded information (41, 42). It happens when the information
included in the topic has already been mentioned and sufficiently commented
upon, often in a preceding cleft sentence, to the point of being tautological.
As a result of the elision of the subject/topic, one-member sentences are crea-
ted with their predicate/comment composed only of the copula and the predi-
cative complement as focus, e. g.:

(41) '�E:/���6�<'���6,�$<�����%���6, (MLTG 33/19–
20) m�n särtäh näw yämm ttbälaw? käyät �yamä� �� �ah näw? ‘Doing what
is it that you will eat? Bringing from where is it [that you will eat]?’20

(42) <� )� �K6a��6�U#�+��<�Xy6,— MMM�3m��< 6
)� �6a���(���' <�X$!��..�<iz�MMM�)�����:����6*
yä-man-�n mot l�-ttaww��  näw � �rumba-h-�n yäyazäh-äw? — … zare-ss
yä-säw mot l-aww��-bbät aydällämm yä-yazku-t. yä-wän�äl-n … mot l-
abäs�r-bbät näw! (ABDA 137/7–12) ‘To announce whose death is it that
you are holding your trumpet?’ — …‘Today it is not to announce a man’s
death that I am holding it. It is to announce crime’s … death!’

***

We may conclude by stressing the great variety of syntactical means which
are available to the speakers of Amharic in terms of discourse strategy. Not
only nominal elements may serve as topics but also verbs, either in subordi-
nation or by being nominalized. This is just another proof of the amazing
richness of the Amahric syntax.
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List of Abbreviations

ABDA — Abba Daffar �nna lelo�� a��a� ����r tariko��, Addis Abäba: Kuraz,
1977 Eth.C;

ADZM — Addis Zämän. Daily Newspaper. Addis Abäba;
AMYB — AMARÄ MAMMO, Yä-�wnät b�ll���ta. Addis Abäba: Commercial

Press, 1967 Eth.C.;
AWGR — AFEVORK GHEVRE JESUS, Grammatica della lingua amarica, Rome:

Accademia dei Lincei, 1905;
AWGU — AFEVORK GHEVRE JESUS, Guide du voyageur en Abyssinie, Roma:

de Luigi, 1905;
BZMA — BERHANU ZÄRY�HUN: Ma��bäl, vol I. Addis Abäba: Ethiopian Book

Center, 1980 Eth.C.;
�G�L — ���gag-�nna � �al-�nna lelo���…, Addis Abäba: Mega, 1998;
EAMR — EADIE, J. I., An Amharic Reader, Cambrigde: University Press,

1924;
GTHA — G�RMA��ÄW TÄKLÄ HAWARYAT, Ara�aya, Asmära 1947 Eth.C.;
HAFM — HADDIS ALÄMAYYÄHU, F�q�r �skä mäqab�r, Addis Abäba: B�rhan-

�nna Sälam, 19622 Eth.C.;
HIFK — HAYLÄ IYYÄSUS F�QADU, Kä��ng�dih wädih adära �nday�ddäggäm,

Addis Abäba: Commercial Press, 1953 Eth.C.;
MLTG — MÄNG�STU LÄMMA, Yä-täwnet guba�e, Addis Abäba: Kuraz, 1983

Eth.C.;
ML�B — MÄNG�STU LÄMMA, 	älfo bäkise, Addis Abäba: Chamber Press,

1961 Eth.C.;
�AWD — �AWLOS ÑOÑÑO, D�bl�ql�q, Addis Abäba: B�rhan-�nna Sälam,

1971 Eth.C.;
SNSM — SISAY N�GUSU, Sämämän, Addis Abäba: Kuraz, 1978 Eth.C.

SUMMARY

The paper investigates the lexical and syntactic means by which Amharic tran-
sforms a sentence component into topic. They include the change of word order,
the use of some special topicalizing particles, the use of certain subordinate clau-
ses, the infinitive in extraposition and cleft sentence. Topicalization may be ac-
companied by a gradual downgrading of information by dislocating the topicali-
zed element to the right and even by deleting it altogether.
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